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Visual scheduling
Gain visibility into and control of your schedule

Nowadays, lead times are getting shorter, and the number
of product variations increases as more and more orders are
produced or assembled based on customer specifications. It’s
key to respond quickly and act efficiently if the production order
planning needs to be adjusted. Using spreadsheets to manage a
dynamic production environment is no longer an option.

With Exact Visual Scheduler,
which is part of the E-Special
Order module, you can migrate
your production schedules from
the whiteboard or spreadsheet to
Exact Globe Next:
- Improve visibility into your
schedule
- Reduce time spent in
rescheduling operations
Manage workcenter capacity by
defining shifts
With Exact Visual Scheduler
shifts are created to deﬁne
workcenter capacity. Capacity
can be ﬁnite or inﬁnite. Shifts can
contain breaks and multiple shifts
can be linked to a workcenter.
Automatic production
order scheduling
Exact Visual Scheduler automatically schedules operations of
production orders based on the
available capacity of work centers.

Production orders can be locked for
automatic scheduling. Back- and
forward scheduling can be used.
Easily spot capacity overloads
and bottlenecks
Exception messages and coloring
make it easy to detect bottlenecks
in the production planning.
You can then move quickly to
act on capacity overloads and
late production orders. “Whatif” scheduling is also possible,
enabling you to preview the
consequences of scheduling a
production order.
Effortless rescheduling with drag
and drop
When bottlenecks occur, Exact
Visual Scheduler allows you to
quickly reschedule using drag
and drop. This capability can be
applied to individual operations,
series of operations, and even all
suborders of a production order.

With Exact Visual Scheduler
you can:
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Define shifts and manage
work center capacity
Work with finite or
infinite capacity
Use back & forward
scheduling
Easily spot capacity
overloads through
visual interface
Reschedule production
order and related
suborders in one move

A single and comprehensive environment
Unlike other production planning tools, Exact Visual
Scheduler is fully integrated with Exact Globe Next.
No import or export is needed. You have just one
software provider supporting every aspect of your
production software.

Automatically schedule productionorders

Shopfloor overview

Easily detect bottlenecks

Drag and drop productionorders with suborders to reschedule
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